
As ecological devastation spirals across the planet, contemporary 
ecoartists o�er provocative new approaches to recon�guring relations with 
the Earth and its inhabitants. The art educators in this webcast draw upon 
these artists’ work as they share art curricula they have designed and 
implemented, primarily at the K–12 level, that aims to cultivate ecological 
responsibility. These educators’ approaches are diverse, including online 
cross-cultural exchange, the development of ecological virtual environments, 
guerilla gardening, and collaboration with plants for social justice. Join 
National Art Education Association’s (NAEA) newly formed Ecology and 
Environment Interest Group for their �rst webcast, set to present some exciting 

ecoartists working today and a dynamic exchange of curricular ideas that are desperately needed in our current 
ecological crisis. 

Please note that participation in this webcast does not provide NAEA professional development credit. 
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Presenters:

Joy G. Bertling 
Assistant Professor of Art Education
University of Tennessee
Knoxville, TN

Joy G. Bertling is assistant professor and program coordinator of art education at the University of 
Tennessee. She is founding Chair of NAEA’s Ecology and Environment Interest Group and chair-elect 

of the Data Visualization Working Group. A graduate of the University of Georgia, her research engages with critical 
place-based art education and other arts-based ecopedagogies. Bertling has published articles in various peer-reviewed 
journals, including NAEA journals Studies in Art Education and Art Education. Her recent research article, “A Portrait of 
Environmental Integration in United States K-12 Art Education,” was published in Environmental Education Research. She 
currently serves on the editorial board of Art Education and serves as program chair for two of the American Educational 
Research Association’s arts-oriented special interest groups (SIGs): the Arts and Learning SIG and the Arts and Inquiry in 
the Visual and Performing Arts in Education SIG.  
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Presenters:

Susan Dorsey
Lead Practitioner
The Hive School
Cabrera, Dominican Republic

Susan Dorsey combines her interdisciplinary knowledge in art, storytelling, and science to cocreate 
programs with regional and international partners. This has included a collaboration with NASA to 

develop education initiatives that engage students with cultural objects through the engineering 
design process and archeoastronomy. Dorsey partnered with scientists at ExplorerHome Madagascar to develop 
�eld-based learning experiences that analyzed the commonalities between the creative process and scienti�c method 
with high school students in Maryland and Madagascar. In partnership with the Indigenous Forest Research Organization 
for Global Sustainability, Dorsey developed an art and environmental science cross-cultural exchange program through 
synchronous and asynchronous video communications between elementary-age students in Baltimore and Nosy Be (an 
island of Madagascar). She is a 2021 Grosvenor Teacher Fellow with Lindblad Expeditions and National Geographic. 
Dorsey received the Eastern Region Museum Educator Art Educator Award in 2019, and the Maryland Museum Art 
Educator of the Year Award in 2017.

Mel DeFabrizio
Art Educator/Manager
Le Salva Art Studios
Gainesville, FL

Mel DeFabrizio studied printmaking and mixed-media art during her undergraduate degree 
program at Portland State University. Along with her studies in art education as a graduate student 

at the University of Florida, she studied book arts and letterpress printing. She taught as a graduate 
teaching assistant from 2018 to 2020, teaching the Art Education for Elementary Schools course to undergraduate 
students in the College of Education at University of Florida. She recently taught grades 6–8 as a middle school art 
teacher for Pinellas County Schools. DeFabrizio is currently opening a community-based art studio called La Selva Art 
Studios in Gainesville, Florida, that o�ers classes to children and adults in printmaking, book arts, and mixed-media art. 

Megan  Kounnas
Art Educator
Ridge�eld Public Schools
Ridge�eld, CT

Growing up an only child in Lower Michigan, Megan Kounnas is no stranger to creating art and 
entertaining herself within natural settings. Living and traveling abroad as a child led Kounnas to 

move to the Cayman Islands after graduating with a degree in art education and Spanish education 
from Western Michigan University. Kounnas became the International Baccalaureate visual arts instructor at the 
international school there. After 5 years, she relocated to New York City, and then to western Connecticut, where she now 
resides with her husband and two daughters. Kounnas recently graduated from the University of Florida with a master’s 
degree in art education, where she explored the reciprocal bene�ts of a relationship between children and nature. She 
currently teaches art at two elementary schools in Ridge�eld, Connecticut, and strives to incorporate nature and 
multicultural studies into her curriculum. 



Michelle Tillander
Associate Professor of Art Education
University of Florida
Gainesville, FL

Michelle Tillander is an artist and art educator specializing in engaging art education, technology, 
and culture as integrated processes and approaches to expand art educational technology 

practice. She joined University of Florida’s College of the Arts School of Art and Art History in 2006 
and developed and initiated the online Master’s in Art Education Program at the University of Florida in 2010. Tillander 
has published articles and chapters in Art Education, Visual Arts Research, and Ubiquitous Learning, and she contributed 
chapters to Digital Visual Culture: Interactions and Intersections in the 21st Century (Sweeny, 2011), Exploring Digital 
Technologies for Art-Based Special Education: Models and Methods for the Inclusive K-12 Classroom (Garner, 2019), and 
The Art of Decolonizing: Methods and Strategies From Art, Craft, and Visual Culture (Alexander & Sharma, in press). In 
2019 she was a University of Florida Anderson Scholar Faculty Honoree. Her website is www.michelletillander.org.

Rachel Zollinger
PhD Student, Art and Visual Culture Education
University of Arizona
Tucson, AZ

Rachel Zollinger is an interdisciplinary artist, educator, and PhD student in art and visual culture 
education at the University of Arizona. She has worked extensively in community spaces, 

museums, and other informal learning sites developing and facilitating STEAM curriculum and 
environmental education programming. Zollinger’s research focuses on multidisciplinary approaches to ecological 
literacy and agency through art and science. Her place-based art practice uses installation, performance, and writing 
media to address and explore land use, climate, and more-than-human entanglements. 

Presenters:

Mary Stokrocki
Professor Emerita
Arizona State University Emeritus College
Tempe, AZ

Mary Stokrocki is distinguished emerita professor of art at Arizona State University, 2018–2020 
Co-President of the NAEA Women’s Caucus, a Taiwan Fulbright Scholar (2012), a World Bank 

Consultant to Turkey (1995–1997), former Vice President and World Counselor of the International 
Society for Education Through Art, and former President of USSEA and its webmaster for 8 years. A qualitative researcher, 
she documents art teaching internationally (12 di�erent countries) and on virtual worlds. Awards include the 2017 NAEA Art 
Education Technology Award; 2015 USSEA Ken Marantz Distinguished Fellows; 2014 Distinguished Lecture in Art Education 
from Miami University in Oxford, Ohio (36th in history of art education); 2007 Penn State College of Arts & Architecture 
Outstanding Alumni; 2007 Women’s Caucus June King McFee Award and 1992 Mary Rouse Award; 2005 Lowenfeld Lecture; 
and the 1995 Manuel Barkan Outstanding Research Award. 2020 Featured Artist Dr. Mary Stokrocki, Transforming Virtual 
Identity. In Voices, 42(1) USSEA United States Society for Education though Art, pp 4-8.  


